
Record of KMG Meeting held Saturday 22 April 2017, 13.00 – 16.00, at Sandwich Bay Bird Observatory

Present: K Bartlett, P Beraet, F Butcher, M Chidwick, L Cooper, B Harper, Peter and Pauline Heathcote, K
Heaven, I Hodgson, I Hunter, J Hunter, N Hunter, S Hunter, D Jenner, P Jewess, A Jupp, R Kiddie, B Lane, A
Meek, R Newham, I Roberts, T Rouse, D Shenton, B Summerfield, F Solly, A Stranger, A Stubbs, B Taylor, G
Vine, S Walton

1. Introduction and welcome by Ian Hunter
 Ian thanked everyone for their records, approximately 30 recorders submitted over 90,000 macro records for

2015 1nd 2016.
 All of these macro records have been submitted for the Atlas
 All actions from the previous meeting have been completed except for the list of Kent moths.  Ade Jupp is

helping to clean up the old records and Karen will produce the list as soon as the data is in a usable state

2. Demonstration of using spreadsheets and data entry by Karen Bartlett
 The new template using B&S number to enter species was demonstrated, a few people said that they would

find it useful
 A few others felt that using RES number would be better.  Karen agreed to put this spreadsheet together
 POST MEETING NOTE – the 2 spreadsheets are now available on facebook and the website
 It was explained that sending an excel file downloaded from mapmate is more useful than a direct synch to

mapmate
 T Rouse asked if someone would help him to put his data into mapmate.  Volunteers should contact Tony.

3. Presentation of Eriocraniidae leaf minors by Dave Shenton
 Dave presented the features of this group of leaf minors that occur in Kent
 These are an under reported group and Dave encouraged people to look for them as the mines are visible

now
 Full presentation is in Appendix 1

4. Guidance on difficult species by Ian Hunter and Dave Shenton
 Ian Hunter presented a list of species that should be reported as agg unless gen dent was available
 Mothscount.org has a useful guide to difficult species
 There is no nationally agreed list for which macro species require gen dent
 There was interest expressed in organising a gen dent course by Dave Grundy at SBBOT.  Members of the

group are asked to email if they would be interested so that we have an idea of potential numbers before
approaching Dave G.  NB cost of Dave’s courses in 2017 is £35 / day and the gen dent course is over 2 days.

 For micros it is valuable to submit photos of grade 2 species
 Details of the presentation are in appendix 2

5. Update from BC Kent group meeting and National Moth meeting
 The publication of the Kent Moth Atlas has been delayed to 2018
 Ian Hunter described various projects which are being undertaken

6. Highlights from recent records by Dave Shenton
 There have been many early records this year.  With species frequently occurring 2 weeks earlier than

previous record.
 A volunteer is sought to compile a quarterly summary of the entries on facebook in the form of a newsletter
 Details of the presentation are in appendix 3

7. Ideas for future meetings
 The next meeting will be held at the Singleton Centre in Ashford in November.  Karen to arrange and Ade

Jupp will establish if BC will provide funding
 Ross Newham offered to do a talk on his mothing habits!

8. AOB
 Karen Bartlett is to produce a list of recorders whose data has been received for 2014.  There appear to be a

lot of gaps in this year and recorders are asked to submit if their data is not on the list
 It was explained that those records which have been submitted to the CMR for years prior to 2015 have not

yet been processed. This is the next step for the CMRs and Karen
 Ross Newham thanked Ian, Dave and Karen for performing the various roles of CMR
 Ade Jupp asked for suggestions for projects for moth and butterfly conservation to be sent to BC
 It was clarified that KMG are not responsible for obtaining or managing access to private land, this should be

done on an individual basis
 There was some discussion about use of pheromones and sensitive species



Appendix 1: Presentation of Eriocraniidae leaf minors by Dave Shenton

General points
• The Eriocraniidae mine in the spring/early Summer, from April to July
• Many of them are under recorded in Kent (and often clear contrast between VC15 and VC16)
• Mines on Birch need to be tenanted for certain ID – several of them are out there right now, in abundance
• A hand lens is really all you need
• Larvae eat out large areas of the parenchyma of their host leaf – well-developed mines are quite obvious
• Leave long strings of frass in the mine, making them readily distinguishable from the mines of other species
• Take a back lit photograph for reference

Some excellent online resources inc. numerous images and keys:
• http://www.leafmines.co.uk/html/eriocraniidae.htm

ID features to consider
• Which tree – Birch (6 spp.), Oak (1 spp.), Hazel/Hornbeam (1 spp.)
• Which month (larva present)? N.B. Vacated mines will remain for many months.
• Where does the mine start – leaf margin or elsewhere?
• Larval characters: single/multiple, morphology, colour etc
• Shape of mine?





Appendix 2: Guidance on difficult species by Ian Hunter and Dave Shenton
 It is over thirty years since the publication of The Amateur Entomologists’ Society pamphlet which brought

together information on the identification of difficult-to-separate species of the larger moths of Britain and Ireland.
 BC published “British and Irish moths: an illustrated guide to selected difficult species” (Martin C. Townsend, Jon

Clifton and Brian Goodey, 2010) – now out of print but reproduced online.
 All recorders need clarity and consistency around recording of such species.

Some will require genital determination but many difficult species groups can be separated with care and reference to
as many ID features as possible. Species which require care or gen dent include the following and should be recorded
as agg unless certain.  Details of how identified will mean that record is less likely to questioned by the CMR.:

• Svensson’s Copper Underwing / Copper Underwing
• Langmaid’s Y U / LB-b YU
• LCD / Clouded Drab
• Cyclophora spp.: Blair’s Mocha, Jersey Mocha, False Mocha
• Grey Pine Carpet / Spruce Carpet
• Treble-bar / Lesser Treble-bar
• Peacock Moth / Sharp-angled Peacock
• Uncertain / Rustic / Powdered Rustic / Vine’s Rustic
• Turnip Moth / Heart & Club / Heart & Dart
• Wainscots: Southern/Smoky/Common/Mathew’s?
• Marbled Minor agg. (Oligia strigilis agg.)

• Marbled Minor
• Rufous Minor
• Tawny Marbled Minor

• Common Rustic agg. (Mesapamea secalis agg.)
• Common Rustic
• Lesser Common Rustic

• Dark Dagger (Acronicta tridens) / Grey Dagger (Acronicta psi)
• November Moth (Epirrita agg.)

• November Moth
• Pale November Moth
• Autumnal Moth
• Small Autumnal Moth

• Ear Moth agg.
• Large Ear
• Saltern Ear
• Ear Moth
• (Crinan Ear)

Appendix 3: Highlights from recent records by Dave Shenton
Some good records of winter/overwintering species:
Acleris umbrana – Willesborough (Leonard Cooper) + others?
Acleris logiana – Thornden Wood (Mark Chidwick/Dave Shenton)
Black-spotted Chestnut in several West Kent locations, including new gardens (Andrew Lawson)
Red Sword-grass – Densole, Tony Rouse
Plus good range of Caloptilia, Agonopterix and other Acleris spp. amongst others, to many recorders

Some early dates and big numbers for several species:
47 Small Brindled Beauty – Smallman’s Wood, Kevin Button
40 Purple Thorn, Hucking, Alan Stubbs et al
Chinese Character – Sandwich and Whitstable
Northern Drab – early record to Fred Butcher
Plenty of Orange Underwing sightings (and a few Light OU too)
Triaxomera parasitella – earliest by 3 weeks to Simon Warry, Elham Valley

Promising results with Barred-tooth Striped lure – South Foreland Valley and Bluebell Hill Pits complex (latter a new
site)

Various highlights from submitted data (micros):
Cosmopterix scribaiella – West Hythe, Fred Butcher
Depressaria olerella (tbc) – Dungeness, Sean Clancy
Gelechia nigra - West Hythe, Fred Butcher
Increasing records of Psychidae or ‘Bagworms’ inc

Dahlica lichenella, D. triquetrella
Yet tbc males from Abbotscliffe area, per Ian Roberts
As well as rise in records of the more common species e.g. Taleporia tubulosa and Psyche casta


